EXPERIENCE THE LEADC"OM DIFFERENCE

---- Dedicating ourselves to making your business a difference!
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Established in 1998, LEADCOM SEATING (LIJIANG SEATING GROUP) has become the top public seating manufacturer in China with 3 manufacturing facilities and over 850 people employed. We are specialized in auditorium seating, cinema seating, theater seating, home theater seating, waiting area seating, lecture hall seating. 99% of our products are well tooled in our full range workshops and industry-exclusive testing room upon raw materials arrive in our facilities.

We have a seating research and production base located in the Science and Industry Zone in Sanshui City, Center in Foshan, Guangdong Province. The base, which covers a total area of 120,000 square meters, produces more than ONE MILLION chairs per year.

Our products enjoy high reputation among our customers all round the world with their high performance, ergonomic design, exceptional comfort and incredible durability.

Everything we do is driven by our customers: what they need and how we can help them find the best solutions. With Leadcom Seating, you can be assured of getting our best.
Why do we stay at the top?

LEADCOM SEATING has the biggest research and production base in China, with a total acreage of 120,000 square meters and a yearly production of 1,000,000 chairs and a yearly raising speed by 10%-20%.

We have advanced machineries and techniques for every step of production process. Every parts of your chair: seat, back, armrests, leg, beam, writing table, footrest, cover and other components and accessories are well-tooled within our full range workshops upon raw materials arrive in our facilities. Each component is manufactured individually and then assembled in our assembling line under perfect supervision and control.

Our workers are all well-trained and very skilled in operating machineries and production processes. We are proud to provide you the best combination of value and quality seating products.
Before the production process even begins, LEADCOM selects the finest materials for our products. Our skilled staff move those materials through the production process to make sure that each and every stage produces satisfied results.

We have established the system of perfect quality control according to ISO9001 and ISO 14001 quality management system with quality controllers and inspectors during all phases of production. These inspections begin with an evaluation of the incoming raw materials.

Various physical characteristics and performance product samples will be processed through strict testing under specific required conditions in our industry-exclusive testing room. Essential parts will be sent to a certified testing and inspection center such as SGS for further verifications. Additionally, Our quality controllers and inspectors will also examine the appearance, color, and odor of material samples.

We have found that only by strictly controlling the quality at the start of production can they ensure that a consistent finished product will be achieved.

Here in LEADCOM, we do everything in our power to make a perfect chair for you.
The NO. 1 supplier in China market excel at Auditorium and theater seating.

The NO. 1 supplier in China market exported most movie theatre seating to USA (per local customs statistic of 2009).

The NO. 1 supplier in same China sector who exhibited more than 8 shows worldwide.

The OEM supplier for Spain seating company and other top seating companies around the world.
TRADE SHOWS WE PARTICIPATE

NETHERLANDS

SPAIN

DUBAI
STRATEGIC COOPERATION

LEADCOM realizes earlier than other seating manufacturers in China that globalization of business and markets is more vital than ever, so we not only improve our strength by introducing advanced machines and technologies from France, Korea and Japan, but also by cooperating with our strategic partner: DELAGRAVE S.A from France who has more than 100-year experience in public seating.

After LEADCOM signed a strategic cooperation agreement with DELAGRAVE in 2008, both parties have been working together towards mutual development. According to the agreement DELAGRAVE has sent experienced experts to LEADCOM’s production base for product design development and quality control. Both parties are committed to produce public seating which meets international market demand.
Leadcom Seating produces the best combination of value and quality seating products

- Auditorium Seating
- Cinema Seating
- Deluxe Theater Seating
- Waiting Area Seating
- Lecture Hall Seating
AUDITORIUM SEATING TOP SELLERS

PERFORMER LS-13601
LOUISVILLE LS-10601 SERIES
MCLANE LS-6618 SERIES
ELIZABETH LS-623
GLORY LS-618EA
HERMAN LS-9612
HAMPTON LS-620T SERIES
ORIGIN LS-605B
MOLIO LS-12601
CINEMA SEATING TOP SELLERS

IMPERIUM LS-14602 SERIES
ULTIMATE LS-10602
GRAND LS-11603B

VENUS LS-13602
PRINCE LS-6601 SERIES
MEMORY LS-6609A SERIES

CLAREMONT LS-11602
VEGAS LS-655C
HALF MOON LS-626EN
CINEMA RECLINER

PHOENIX LS-801

LORENZ LS-805

ROYAL LS-811

BARRON LS-812

MAESTRO LS-813
DELUXE THEATER SEATING

- CLYDE LD-8604
- CHESTER LD-8607
- KOLREIN LD-8609
- CHAMBERY LD-8610
- CRAIG LD-8613
- KLOSTER LD-8616
- LEGEND LD-8619
- KAISER LD-8612
WAITING AREA SEATING TOP SELLERS

VENDRES LS-530LY
VENDRES LS-530B
VENDRES LS-530

INFINITE LS-529M
INFINITE LS-529Y
INFINITE LS-529AL

TRIMAX LS-531Y
TRIMAX LS-531
LAMBTON LS-528CB
LECTURE HALL SEATING TOP SELLERS

- ACADEMY LS-908MF
- ACADEMY LS-908
- HORIZON LS-918MF
- HORIZON LS-918
- SKYLINE LS-919M
- SKYLINE LS-919
- HANSVILLE LS-920M
- HANSVILLE LS-920MF
- HANSVILLE LS-920
- BELFORT LS-928MF
- BELFORT LS-928F
- BELFORT LS-928YF
Plastic part: 100% new polypropylene materials, eco-friendly, recyclable, durable (not easy to break).

Cushion (foam materials): raw materials from BASF Germany which could hold up years of service while deliver deluxe comfort that you feel to believe.

Wood works: all woodworks will go through 7 layer of painting for perfect finish to hold up heavy scratches.

Quality powder coating finish: all metal parts are strictly following higher standard processing before powder coating, quality powder coating to against rust, well-tested in our own lab.

Fabric durability- standard fabric we offered- exceed double rubs of 50,000 - 70,000 (no extra charge). Higher standard of fabric exceeding double rubs of more than 100,000 also available (up charge).
PRODUCT PROCESSING

Hardware processing

- FIRST stage QC
- PUNCHING AND FORMING IN PUNCHING WORKSHOP
- ROBOT WELDING INTRODUCED FROM JAPAN WITH CARBON DIOXIDE AS SHIELDING GAS
- SECOND STAGE QC
- GRINDING
- THIRD STAGE QC
- FOURTH STAGE QC
- STORAGE
- ELECTROSTATIC COATING
- DEGREASING DERUSTING PHOSPHATING PASSIVATING
PRODUCT PROCESSING

ALUMINUM PROCESSING

ALUMINUM SHEET
FIRST STAGE QC
DIE CAST PROCESSING
SECOND STAGE QC
POLISHING
TAPPING
DRILLING
DEBURRING
machinery processing
ELECTROSTATIC COATING
THIRD STAGE QC
FOURTH STAGE QC
BAKING
CHROMATING
DEGREASING
STORAGE
ASSEMBLING
PU FOAM PROCESSING

PU FORMING INJECTION MACHINE TESTING
ASSEMBLING LINE TESTING
MOLD CLEANING AND GLUE FILLING
MOLD CLOSING
MOLD OPENING
CUT AFTER FORMING
45-55 DEGREE PRESERVATION FOR 3-5MIN.
QUALIFIED
UNQUALIFIED
QC
STORAGE
REPAIR/THROW
MORE BENEFITS YOU CAN ENJOY WITH US

- High flexibility for last-minute order
- Impressive delivery time
- To-door delivery
- Full package custom project management service
- Quick and efficient response
- Technical supports
- On-site support service
- Free air product catalogue
- 5 year comprehensive manufacturer warranty and lifetime maintenance
- Canada sales office support
Head Office:
Guangzhou Lijiang Economic Development Co., Ltd.
Address: 14/F, Yinhui Building, No. 117 Longyi Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou, China, 510635
Contact Person: Ms. Fion Liang
Tel: +86-20-85626682 EXT. 202 (Sales Support)
Fax: +86-85626075
Email: info@leadcom.cc
www.leadcom.cc

CANADA SALES OFFICE:
L.J.S. INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Address: 750-2 Robert Speck Parkway, Mississauga, Ontario L4Z1H8
Contact Person: Mr. Wade Tang
Tel:+1-905-499-4156
Fax:+1-866-455-5058 (US & Canada toll free)
Email: Wtang@leadcom.cc

Factory
Address: No.10th, Section D, High-Tech Industrial Zone, Leping Town, Sanshui District, Foshan city 528100